
Python Exercises - 2 
Functions



Hello World Function

● Write a function takes as input a string x and returns true if x is equal to 
«Hello World» 

● Write a function that takes a string message as input parameter and prints 
out the content of message all uppercase.
E.g. f(‘Hi it’s me’) → “HI IT’S ME”

● Extra:
○ experiment with other string modificators such as capitalize() lower(), title(), swapcase()
○ add three exclamation points to the message.



Name, age and job

Write a function recap that takes as input three parameters: name, age and job 
and prints them out in a single phrase as follows:

E.g. name = ‘Bob’, age = 28, job = ‘dentist’

recap(‘Bob’, 28, ‘dentist’)  → “Bob is a 28 years old dentist”



Even

Write a function is_even that, given a number as input parameter, determines if 
the number is even.
Ex. Input: 15

Output: False
Input: 6
Output: True

Write also the main code that asks the user for the number and invokes the 
function.



Factorial

Write a function that, given an integer number n, computes the factorial n!.

Let’s recall that n! = n * (n-1) * (n-2) *… * 1



Mixed operations

Write a program that asks the user for two numbers A and B, and uses them as 
parameters for the following functions:

1. square_difference: returns the square of the difference between A and B
2. is_even: applies the previously defined function for determining if a number is 

even 
3. factorials: returns the list [f_a, f_b] where f_a is the factorial of A and f_b is 

the factorial of B (use the previously defined function)



Prime number

Write a function that, given an integer number, determines if the number is prime 
(returns True) or not (returns False). 

Let’s recall that a number is prime if it is not divisible by any of the numbers 
between 1 and itself.

Advanced: write a function that, given an integer number n, returns the first n
prime numbers.



String Slicing

Write a program that asks for an input string s of length at least 6 and:

● prints the letters spanning indexes 2 to 4 of s
● prints the first 3 letters of s
● prints the first 3 letters of s in reverse
● prints the last 3 letters of s in reverse
● prints the letters spanning indexes 3 to 5 of s in reverse



String methods (1)

Write a function camelcase(), that, given an input string consisting in a sentence 
made of space-separated words:

● Splits the sentence in a list of words and prints it
● Prints the sentence in capitalized style without spaces (CamelCase)

E.g. in: “the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog” 
Out1: [‘the’, ‘quick’, ‘brown’, ‘fox’, ‘jumps’, ‘over’, ‘the’, ‘lazy’, ‘dog’]
tmp: ['The', 'Quick', 'Brown', 'Fox', 'Jumps', 'Over', 'The', 'Lazy', 'Dog']
Out2: “TheQuickBrownFoxJumpsOverTheLazyDog”



Swap elements

Write a function that modifies an input list L by swapping the first element the last.

E.g. in: L = [1, 5, “dog”, False]
Out: None – side effect on L = [False, 5, “dog”, 1]



Alphabetical order

Write a function is_alpha_ordered() that, given an arbitrary number of 
parameters, 

● Prints out the list of parameters
● returns True if all the elements in the list of parameters are in alphabetical 

order (or if the list is empty), False otherwise.

Ex: is_alpha(‘a’, ‘brownish’, ‘cloud’, ‘descends’, ‘every’, ‘friday’) → True

is_alpha(‘the’, ‘quick’, ‘brown’, ‘fox’, ‘jumps’, ‘over’, ‘the’, ‘lazy’, ‘dog’) → False



Distinct and unique elements

Write a function that receives a list and returns as a list the elements that appear 
in the list exactly once.

Ex. in: ['a', 'c', 'c', 'd', 5, 6, 5]
out:        ['a', 'd’, 6]



Word Length

Given an input string of comma-separated words s and an integer m:

● Write a function lengths(s) returning the list of integers representing the 
lengths of each word in s

● Write a function check_lenght(s, i) that returns a list in which all the words in 
s having size > i are UPPERCASE, while all the others are lowercase.

Try to implement the solution using: 

● Regular loop
● List comprehension



Celsius to Fahrenheit

Given a list of numbers representing temperatures in Celsius degrees, implement 
the conversion to the list of the corresponding Fahrenheit degrees by means of:

● Regular loop
● List comprehension

Hint: To convert Celsius temperature to Fahrenheit you need to multiply by 1.8 (or 
9/5) and add 32



Restaurant menu
Write a program that

● asks the user what are its preferences according with the flowchart below 
(user choices expressed as chars) 

● registers the order (prints out what the user wants to order).


